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VRE Overview 

 

Title  Zombies! 

Target Audience ● early adopters 
● gamers 

Type of experience ● intense experience 
● Mini survival game 
● tower defense 

Elevator Pitch  You are all alone in a cabin deep in the 
woods. It’s dark outside and your cabin is 
under attack by zombies, trying to claw their 
way into your cabin to eat your brains! How 
long can you keep them out, how long can 
you survive?  

 
 
 

 

  



Design Do’s and Dont’s 

 

DO’S DONT’S 

● Create an intense situation but make 
it crystal clear how to deal with it 

● Keep the experience contained to one 
high quality room 

● Keep the gameplay & interaction 
basic but fun 

● Pick & Play game design!  (like angry 
birds : even your grandma can do it) 

 

● No jump scares or cheesy horror 
music 

● No complicated gameplay mechanics 
● No fast & twitchy gameplay 
● No complicated weapons or tools 
● We should never have to explain 

anything, everything should be crystal 
clear to the player 

 

Content breakdown 

Procedural room generation 

 
Every time you play this experience, the basic elements of the virtual room you are standing in 
will be different. How do we do this? : 

1) scan the actual real life composition of the room you are standing in 

 

 
The HTC Vive comes with a  laser scanning system called “lighthouse” that scans the physical properties 
of the room you are playing in.  



2) overlay a virtual world that matches up with the physical room using a 

procedurally generated combination of walls 

 
Overlay the physical room with procedural generated walls, the end combination will be different 
every time. 
 
Procedural Zombie Generation 

Once we have the player standing in a randomly generated 
cabin in the woods, we generate random waves of 
zombies attacking the cabin. The first waves are very easy 
(low amount of weak zombies) but over time the waves 
become stronger and stronger and it becomes harder to 
keep the zombies from entering the cabin and eating your 
brain : survival gameplay mechanic. 
 



Defending against the zombies 

 

The player can fortify the weak spots in the walls (windows and doors) by barricading them 
using a hammer and nails. Everybody knows how to operate a simple tool like a hammer so 
using the input device will not require any explanation.  
 

 

 

Attacking zombies 

Players can use the tools they find in the cabin and use them as weapons (saw, hammer) or 
use the tools and other items they find to create their own makeshift weapons (crafting like 
minecraft) 
 
 
core gameplay loop 

 
The core gameplay loop is very simple :  
1 
player is standing in a random generated cabin in the woods 
>> 
first wave of zombies are attacking the cabin, trying to get in 
>>  
player defends against this wave by hammering boards to the weak zones to fortify them, 
preventing the zombies to get inside. 
>>  



player successfully defends against the first wave, the zombies retreat into the darkness 
>> 
player has a small break in between waves where he can make additional fortifications 
>> 
wave number two starts, this time a little more zombies are attacking , or stronger type of 
zombies 
>>  
repeat this loop until the player can not successfully defend, the zombies entered his cabin & 
eat his brain >> game over 
>> 
the total time from start to game over is the player’s “survival time” 
>> 
that time goes into a worldwide ranking scoreboard, who can survive the longest? 
 
 
 
 

MVP 

● High graphics quality with full dynamic lighting and active physics 
● Procedurally generated cabin 
● Procedurally generated waves of zombies 
● Using the VR input controllers to operate simple tools (hammer, saw..) 
● Build defensive structures to keep zombies out 
● Build makeshift weapons to drive zombies out 
● Support Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Playstation VR 
● Support streaming to TWITCH and YOUTUBE GAMING 
● create a light version for mobile VR 

 


